Activity
Innovate animal breeding

Assignment
Examine animal breeding activities at a farm

Case study
a case study of dairy cattle breeding

Competency
quantitative genetics

Definition
terminologies related to animal breeding

Discussion
Discuss current issues in animal breeding

Key points
animal; breeding; economic values

Media
posters; photos!

Outcomes
students able to articulate animal breeding issues and design suitable breeding programmes

Objectives
Experts in design of breeding programmes produced
Preknowledge
must be something wrong with preknowledge template syntax. Fixed closing DIV around H1

Reading
sometimes...

Reflection
hmmm...

Review
...

Self assessment
Enter your text here

Summary
In summary i'd like to say...

Web Resources
a place for web links

Other useful Templates

Tip: use this to include a tip. Can be used in other templates if the parameter is called by name (ie 1={{Tip}}).
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**Other useful Templates**

• Tip

For information on how to use these templates on Wikieducator, see:
Quickstart_guide/pedagogical_templates
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